
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of project manager supply chain. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for project manager supply chain

Develop and deliver supply chain training and competence building across
Dispersions & Resins business to support Supply Chain Planning Excellence
Serve as a Member of Dispersions & Resins Supply Chain Leadership Team
driving planning excellence and supply chain strategy development for North
America
Design and optimize supply chain reporting and KPIs to drive improvement
and value realization in alignment with regional and global standards
Responsible for minimizing downtime and ensuring proper operation of all
Supply Chain facilities and assets within
Develop and manage a detailed project plan for each initiative covering both
Global team activities and local business unit implementation
Interface with Service Program Management, Inventory ,Business Operations
and IT stakeholders to develop processes and projects aimed at transforming
end-to-end Service Supply Chain ERP Systems and strategies
Create and manage optimize process flows and gap analyses to improve part
flow throughout a scaling supply chain ecosystem
Follow best practices for strategic capacity planning per Corporate Supply
Chain reference documents
Working closely with the OE teams to understand the data collection and
analysis requirements
Analyzing the data to understand the insights and develop proposals for
management decision

Example of Project Manager Supply Chain Job
Description
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Experience in working in a team-oriented, collaborative environment while
driving decisions
Makes tough and effective decisions on business and people to move the
team forward in a timely manner
Effectively leads change initiatives within groups and teams
Bachelor’s Degree required, MS, MBA or similar a plus
Develops phases of the project and interprets them into a measureable
project plans
Ensures effective team identification of project risks, issues, assumptions and
dependencies


